
Evader (EVDR) Company Update Message 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, September 12, 2012 -- Evader, Inc. (OTC MARKETS: 

EVDR) www.evadercorp.com Evader Inc., developer of robotic devices for security and 

medical applications is pleased to provide this EVDR management message to its 

followers and shareholders. 

Eli Goldstein CEO of EVDR said” I wish to take this opportunity on behalf of all EVDR 

management to express our gratitude and the patience EVDR followers and shareholders 

have shown over the last several months, and since Dr Robot merger into EVDR. On a 

Corporate level our share structure remains unchanged and undisturbed.    

EVDR is a vibrant young company which we hope to monetize upon and hopefully our 

hard work and efforts will reflect in the EVDR share price as the market place. Lastly to 

summarize and address our critics other concerns that EVDR product is sub standard to 

Japanese models at a far less price. To that end, we make this open challenge and 

invitation to our critics to come forward as we would welcome a full comparison in 

public of any similar competitor product to that of EVDR, especially integrtion with 

medical and security environment. EVDR robotics is not a stand alone robot, it is an 

integrted platform which can adjust reaction based on outside sensors and events, and it is 

event driven, object oriented environment which is rearly available thorugh our 

competitors.  Simply put our Dr.Robot is flat out better hands down on all aspects of 

comparison”.     

 

The company is pleased to report that it has completed filings with OTC Markets of its 

financial statements. Sep 7, 2012 

 

Quarterly Report Jun 30, 2012 

 

EVDR is not currently reporting to the SEC however the Company is uploading reports 

through the OTC Disclosure Filing Service, and other alternative reporting sources and 

means.  

More details will follow via news releases and filings on OTC Markets.  

Safe Harbor Statement  

Information in this news release may contain statements about future expectations, plans, 

prospects or performance of Evader, Inc. that constitute forward-looking statements for 

purposes of the Safe Harbor Provisions under the Private Securities Litigation Reform 

Act of 1995. The words or phrases "can be", "expects", "may affect", "believed", 

"estimate", "project" and similar words and phrases are intended to identify such forward-

looking statements. Evader, Inc. cautions you that any forward-looking information 

provided by or on behalf of Evader, Inc. is not a guarantee of future performance. None 

of the information in this press release constitutes or is intended as an offer to sell 

securities or investment advice of any kind. Evader, Inc.'s actual results may differ 

http://www.evadercorp.com/
http://www.otcmarkets.com/financialReportViewer?symbol=EVDR&id=90256


materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking statements as a result of 

various important factors, some of which are beyond Evader, Inc.'s control. In addition to 

those discussed in Evader, Inc.'s press releases, public filings, and statements by Evader, 

Inc.'s management, including, but not limited to, Evader, Inc.'s estimate of the sufficiency 

of its existing capital resources, Evader, Inc.'s ability to raise additional capital to fund 

future operations, Evader, Inc.'s ability to repay its existing indebtedness, the 

uncertainties involved in estimating market opportunities, and in identifying contracts 

which match Evader, Inc.'s capability to be awarded contracts. All such forward-looking 

statements are current only as of the date on which such statements were made. Evader, 

Inc. does not undertake any obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement 

to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which any such statement is made or 

to reflect the occurrence.  
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